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This week’s theme: Honesty in a world of filters
Snack Size includes things to do, read and reflect on while your group can’t meet together
during lockdown. Don’t feel you have to do everything. You might want to have a conversation
with other group members/leaders about these - maybe with the person who sent you this.
Each week has a different theme. To help you consider it, there are two videos each week which
can be found on the Urban Saints page on Facebook - a ‘starter’ video which will be available
on Tuesday morning and a ‘challenge’ video posted on Thursday.

Answers: ‘More than chemicals’ quiz
I contain:
■ Enough iron to make 1 nail
■ Enough sugar for 7 cups of tea
■ Enough phosphorous to top 2,200 matches
■ Enough sulphur to rid 1 dog of fleas
■ Enough water to fill 6 buckets

Great picture
Look through your pictures and find your favourite one of yourself. Start thinking through why
you like that picture and what you like about yourself. Why not invite God into that conversation
by asking him “God what do you like most about me?”.

Reflect
■ What has been your high point of the last week?
■ What was your lowest moment?
■ What would you like to say to God in response?

Life behind the filters?
How do you measure your own worth? Is it perhaps by how many ‘likes’ you get on social
media? Instagrammers promote a certain type of ‘look’ and lifestyle. Here is a video which
shows what it’s like behind social media posts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsxSMdFC20E

Bible Bit
Look at Proverbs 27:5-6 in the Bible. If you don’t have a copy of the Bible, you can read the
passage online at: https://www.bible.com/en-GB/bible/116/PRO.27.NLT
Continued overleaf…

Hi young people!
While we can’t meet as a group, we wanted to stay in
touch by giving you something to keep thinking about,
even though we can’t be together. So here is….
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Continued…
Now consider these questions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is what God says about my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

It is really important to be surrounded by friends that you can be yourself with and who don’t
just see a filtered version of you; friends who you allow to speak into your life, who are honest
about the good and the bad things. It is also important to be honest in our relationship with
God. God wants the real version of us and the good news is, his love for us doesn’t change!

Questions to think about:
1. Have you, or has anyone you know ever tried to construct or create a perfect social media

post? If yes, what did you/they do?
2. Are most of your friends using filters when they post things?
3. Why do you think people find it hard to be honest?
4. What would it take for you to let someone else speak honestly into your life?

Challenge
This week’s challenge is about being honest about how you are feeling. It is easy to pretend
you are always feeling happy or good, but no one is happy all of the time. Emotions are
complicated and often we struggle to tell other people about how we feel, whether that is a
friend, parent, teacher, group leader or someone else.
We are often told to be honest with others including about how we feel. More importantly, we
need to be honest with ourselves about how we feel. This week we challenge you to post a
photo of yourself on social media with an emoji that describes how you feel. No explanation
needed just an emoji. You could challenge some friends to join in and have a conversation
about what your emoji means and how they are feeling.


